Memorial/Honorary Gifts

Generous contributions have been made to National Stroke Association in memory and honor of individuals who have touched our lives. This list of donors is in alphabetical order by honoree. First, look for the name of the person honored with a gift, then look for the name of the donor.

A tribute to James Kyle Adams
Paula Caldwell

A tribute to Joyce Adams Lewis
Connie Wall

A tribute to Joan Aggelar
Marilyn J. Kutz

A tribute to Leonard Alfano, Jr.
Christine Finnegan

A tribute to John Francis Anderson
RPA

A tribute to Emily Arrington
Mulberry First Baptist Church

A tribute to Lorraine Arsenault
Kevin Fulgoni

A tribute to Ilene Bain
Dayton Superior Corporation

A tribute for Janet Barbour
Chris Jeffres

A tribute to Robert Barlow
Linda DeSisto
Hampstead Central School
J. Kay Christiansen
Kershaw County School District
Lori Gaudette
Barbara Flight
Ursula St. Louis
Kimberly Barnes

A tribute to Kathleen Barr
Anna Elfrink

A tribute to Carolyn Bauer
Deborah Brew

A tribute to Dr. Paul Bell
Ronna Katz
Eileen Borow

A tribute to Allen Benezra
Alan Alcabes
Ellen Washburn
Congregation Sons of Israel

A tribute to Jane Benjamin
Harvey Hoffman

A tribute to Robert Bergstresser, III
W. Craig Eshenaur
Mutzabaugh’s Market Inc.

A tribute to Floye Berry
Jerri Laube

A tribute to Dorothy Beshears
Southside Seniors Club

A tribute to Hazel Bishop
Helen Marden
A tribute to Jerry Blaesing
   Jean Jacobson
   Carol Plesha

A tribute for Henry Blanck
   Marian Pellecchia

A tribute to Patricia Agnes Cecilia Brown
   Mary Bergmann

A tribute for Maureen Bologno
   Jane Pszczolowski
   Josephine DeMasi
   Anne Sanderson
   Roseann Adamczyk
   Brenda Ribar
   Jane Johnston
   Cathie Iannone
   Diane Merson
   Mike and Jack’s Drywall LLC
   Claire Dintino
   Linda Tozour

A tribute to Jerome Boscoe
   Courtney Boscoe

A tribute to Majella Bouchard
   Charleen Myers

A tribute to Margaret Bowra
   Blessed Sacrament School

A tribute to Cathy Bradley Carr
   Mary Etta Moreau
   Swain & Baldwin Insurance
   Jerry Manning

A tribute to Martha Bratcher
   Linda Lawson
   Joan Kamman

A tribute to Howard Brenner
   Jacqueline Mars

A tribute to Wava Brownson
   Restek Corporation
   Diana Anderson
   Janet Pletcher

A tribute to Cornelia Buckmaster
   Deanna Hickam

A tribute to Carol Bunner Merrill
   Diane Frith

A tribute to John Buzby
   West Caldwell Secretaries Association

A tribute to Margaret Callahan
   Ron Kruse
   Edith Bigath
   Elaine Moser

A tribute to Mary Callaway Boudreu
   Joan Skubish

A tribute to Carmella Briggs
   Bassett Medical Center
   Ladies Auxiliary

A tribute to Darryl Bryant
   Susan Lee Bady
   Linda Pulver Faust

A tribute to Elizabeth Burks
   The Girley L. Blackwell and Wynice Blackwell Revocable Trust
   Jonathan Crest
   Patrice Garrett
   Jonelle Faulkner

A tribute to William Carey
   Lynne Davison
A tribute to Joanne Carlson  
Hope Presbyterian Church

A tribute to Charlene Catlett  
Craig Latham  
Elaine Poling

A tribute to Helen Pat Chrome  
John Quine II  
Grace Gill  
Judith Hogle

A tribute to Shirley Ciampi  
Nancy Favaro
A tribute to Paula Circelli  
Kathryn Byler  
Marge Different Strokes Golf League

A tribute to Gail Clark  
Melanie Wallner

A tribute to Jacqueline Clarke  
Marva Brown

A tribute to Candy Cliff  
Susan Travers

A tribute to Sharon Closson  
 Carol Stults  
 Patricia Cook  
 Pam Justice Phillips  
 Marsha Dennison  
 Karen Gleason  
 Ann Musser  
 Patti Bender  
 Martha Kriner  
 Trudy Murk  
 Stephen Miller  
 Faye Bauer  
 Cheryl Toms

A tribute to Norma Colbert  
Dennis Colbert

A tribute to James Combs  
Donna Brown

A tribute to Loretta Cook  
Roger Murphy  
Karen Venable  
Dan Festa  
Cecil Nicols

A tribute to Helen Cooper  
Linda Roeschley

A tribute to Robert Cooper  
Judy Sebastian  
Carl Allen  
Bill Vaniter  
Dave Barber  
Jean Kincaid

A tribute to George Michael Counts, Sr.  
Monica Cromer  
Pawnee Schumpert  
Victor Darrow's FFA Team

A tribute to Francis Covel  
Victoria Tung

A tribute to Kenneth Cowan  
Mari Bellavance

A tribute to Barbara Cox  
Nancy Bridi

A tribute to Patsy Cox  
RE/MAX Executive Plus  
Myla Robertson  
Bill Wade

A tribute to John Craig  
Committee to Elect Joseph Curtatone  
Ann Craven
A tribute to Harry Crawford  
Patchwork Painters of Central AR  
Sue Lee

A tribute to Gregory Crippin  
Kay Bushee  
Marilyn Nye

A tribute to William Croft  
Kathy Croft

A tribute to Edwin Alan Crozier  
Brenda Crozier

A tribute to Rosella Curtis  
Linda Hudson  
Norma Hauck

A tribute to Mary Cummings  
Connie Cummings  
Linda Enzweiler  
Brenda McMillen  
Teresa Milburn  
Tom Sorrell  
Milburn Household Account

A tribute to Joyce Loretta Curry  
Sylvia Guajardo

A tribute to Donald Dahmer  
Cromer Grubbs

A tribute to Helen Dannenmann  
Crystal Darcy

A tribute to Mark DeGuerrera  
Richard Zelenka

A tribute to Anna DeLuca  
Cheryl Scully

A tribute to Alfred Deneroff  
Chiara Cegli

A tribute to Carol Derrick  
D.L. Blanchard

A tribute to Beth Dickinson  
Ronny Crocker

A tribute to Joan Dickinson  
Cherry Hill Board of Education

A tribute to Kathryn Donaldson  
Patricia Wolf

A tribute to Patricia Doner  
Charles Doner  
Darlene Corney  
Dale Malewska

A tribute to Phillip Dopkins  
Kamron Dopkins

A tribute to Jennifer Dykes  
Emma Stevens

A tribute to Daniel Egan  
Rosa Guyler

A tribute to Michael Elliott  
Patricia Martin  
Rita Anderson  
Barbara Boese

A tribute to Katherine Elston  
Donna Perkins
A tribute to Eric Eng
Franklin Wong
Vivian Chiang
Howard Lam
The Linda Dian Mon Living Trust
Dotmod
Mintsen Chen
Murray Lee
Joyce Poon
Sandy Stayton
Susan Yeun
Yu Du
Rose Going
Callaway Vineyard and Winery
Chun Yick Fong
Linda Chan
Adriana Carter
Donna Lee

A tribute for Margaret Escreet
Catherine Tsoutsanis

A tribute to Carmella Eterginio
Anne Brophy
Marilyn Guerrera
Phyllis Iadarola
Carol Lanese
Nancy Pierpoint
Roseanne Stango

A tribute to Yvonne Evans Struss
Cristina Thomas
Aspen Hill Body and Brain Yoga

A tribute for Donna Ewing
Jo Ann Veach

A tribute to Mr. Fahed
Diane Coletta

A tribute to Augustus Fama
Linda Robichaud

A tribute to Maria Fantoli
Dillon-Baxter Funeral Home

A tribute to Josephine Fava
Jame Guastello
My tribute gift foundation, inc

A tribute to Mary Federico
Keith VanVeghten

A tribute to Peter Fehervari
M.J. Cohen
Mary Matranga
Hugh McColgan
Robert Oberlander
Sonia Fanous

A tribute to Mark Feldner
Joe Kielsmeier

A tribute to Helen Foote
Janet Aleshire
Ray Biondi
Ava Cooley
Gary Nogel
Deanna Moeder

A tribute to Anne Foster
Richard Rowe

A tribute to Jeffrey Fretchel
Robert Roman
Kathleen Herman
Radnor Middle School
Milright Local 215
A tribute to Sondra Funaro
  Jesse Ahrens
  Nancy Albright-Andrew
  Kim Banks
  Christine Battani
  Thomas Brogan
  Lisa Chiodo
  Bob DeAngelis
  Julie Haggerty
  Stephanie Hall
  Jordyn Hill
  Rose Houston
  Judy Howard
  Anna Kaufman
  Deb Knight
  Ashley Marasco
  Valeria Mason
  Jill Moon
  Andrew Rand
  Chuck Reich
  Shelby Spooner
  Mary Thornburg
  Patricia Umthun
  Georgina Weiser

A tribute to Herbert Gaasche
  Kathy Waton
  Lot Rizzardi
  Melinda Robinson
  Eleanor Kunda
  Margaret Leszczynski

A tribute to Helen Gaffney
  Brewster Central School District

A tribute to Joseph Gagliano
  Retired Members of Local 134

A tribute to Jack Garner
  Dorothy Jamieson

A tribute to J. Marlene Gentry
  Community National Bank

A tribute to Betty George
  Lisa Gregg

A tribute to Gloria Gill
  Juretha Mercer-Roby

A tribute to Trena Goldberg
  Eddie Benn

A tribute to Trish Golden
  Esther Moore

A tribute to Dorothy Gorajczyk
  Wendy Shavlik

A tribute to Jacob Gour
  Sherry Barker
  Deborah Musser
  Rich Archer
  Eugene Harsanyi
  Pamela Feuling

A tribute to Frank and Joan Grace
  Joseph Di Giantommaso

A tribute to Arthur Grant
  Douglas & Phyllis Ellsworth

A tribute to Speranza Guerriero
  Dario DiVito
  John Sgrillo

A tribute to Velda Hadden
  Karen Davis

A tribute to Connie Hand
  Corinne Cirone
  Kay Burwell
  Barbara Lewis
  Jane Doherty
  Joan Stout

A tribute to Knute Hanson
  Bernie Klask
A tribute to Vaughn Hanson
Louise Rosinski

A tribute to Jeanne Harter
Ellie Morison

A tribute to Thomas Hartwick
Ed Miller
Jeff Francisco
Shipman
The Sandbar Bar and Grille
Carol Behrens

A tribute to Alice Hayes
Constance Edkins

A tribute to Carol Heckman
Nancy McGillis
Allen Wejkszner
David Minnich
Franic Minnich
James Schrantz

A tribute to Ronald Heinz
Kristi Heinz

A tribute to Jean Henderson
Daisy Byrd
Jim Lackie

A tribute to Ralph Hepner
Bordentown Twp. Seniors Club

A tribute to Anthony Herbst
VF Services, LLC

A tribute for Donald Hershman
Helen Wenick

A tribute to Wanda Hilley
Robin Mitchell

A tribute to Jayne Hillon
John Weinandy
Robert Austin

A tribute to John Hosterman
Lynn Schreiner

A tribute to Douglas Hoy
Laura Judkins

A tribute to Pauline Good Kepiro
Middleburg Elementary Staff

A tribute to Mary Lynn Gentry
Carol Smith
Thomas White
Frances Head

A tribute to William Gorman
Flora Gorman
Sharon Krill
Carol Olsen
Linda Rakowski

A tribute to Mary Helen Greer
Catherine Martens

A tribute to Laura Hamm
Patricia Robinson

A tribute to Stanley Haspel
Larry Michaelis

A tribute to Sara Hendrix Westbrook
Joseph Foster
Donna Nutter

A tribute to Marie Hill
Marcia Clark

A tribute to Howard Hoa Ngo
Prologis
A tribute to Bill Holmberg
Shirley Holmberg

A tribute to Luisa Hott
Constance Gallens

A tribute to Douglas Hoy
Rebecca Hannaford
Matthew Rice

A tribute to Carlton Hus
Lin Y Chu

A tribute to Viko Ivancich
Marisa Ann Corley

A tribute to Milton Jacobowitz
Consolidated Community Management

A tribute to Ted Janowski
Gene Stevons

A tribute to John Jefferson
Arlene Gedalowitz

A tribute to Tim Joyce
Jim and Susan Neuberger Foundation
Grace Wanto
Ray Bauer

A tribute to Robert Isaac
Eileen Morrow

A tribute to Viko Ivancich
Helen Mantler
Paul Scannell
Susan McGuirk
Kathy Cronin
Carmon Scerri
Diane Kreshevich
Rhoda Laks

A tribute to Mary Joseph
Glasco Corporation
Dorothy Dokey
Karen Lazar
Mary Jo Marici
Rebecca Muller
Novara Tesija, PLLC
Joseph Skoney
Wenderski & Associated, CPA P.C.
Ann Wiedelman

A tribute to Richard Kavan
Eugene Price

A tribute to Ronald Keefe
Beverly Dorrance
Lois Marcotte

A tribute to Ruth Kelly
Diana Harkness

A tribute to Fred Kemp
Gary Gilstrap

A tribute to Mary Keziah
Mary Reynolds
Deborah Gilbert

A tribute to Jack Kilcoyne
Betty Merkley
Susan Kilcoyne
Karen Chalupka-St.John

A tribute to Ann Kilkenny
Jacqueline Barry
Georgine Santomartino

A tribute to Brian King
Cynthia McDuffee
A tribute to Jeanne Klinger
  Gerard Carey
A tribute to Harvey Koelln
  Cathy Jo Cozen
A tribute to Anesti Kokinov
  Christine Hadley
A tribute to Bette Kolkmeier
  Alicyn Berson
A tribute to Pamela Kraszewicz
  Preferred Mutual
A tribute to Ron Krouse
  Ann Himmler
A tribute to Edward Kulakowski
  Ralph Vertuccio
A tribute to Robert Lamantina
  Schiavone Construction Co. LLC
A tribute to Arthur Lape Jr
  Robert Hurley
A tribute to Verna Lashley
  Daniel Cassenti
A tribute to Frank Lauth
  Rita Muelver
A tribute to Dora Leach
  John Horner
  Betty Hecht
A tribute to The Lee Family
  Danielle Duneier
A tribute to Margaret Lehman
  Diane Cierpial
  Dolores Lehman
  Claire McManus
A tribute to Hans Lichtenfeld
  Brian Bird
A tribute to Deena Liles
  Charley Smith
  J.F. Maddox Foundation
  Linda Collins
A tribute to Robert Lofblad, Jr.
  Gretchen Fisher
  Cathy Henley-Erickson
  Harvey Horner
  Rita Lockerbie
  Linda MacPherson
A tribute to Cindy Long
  Deborah Morgan
A tribute to Charles Louis
  Jane Henderson
A tribute to Meay Luang Saechao
  Big Y Foods Inc.
A tribute to Chris Majewski
  Brian Tucker
A tribute to David Malik
  Geneva Heacock
  Barbara Wickham
  Progressive Metal Forming, Inc.
  Quality Aluminum Products, LLC
A tribute to Dale Manucso
  Antonio Alixo
  Amelia Bloodsworth
  Dawn Taylor
  John Boliek
A tribute to Beverly Maples
   Frederick Maples
   Carolyn Dean
   Roy Jordan

A tribute to Florine Martin
   Carol Ann Hodgin

A tribute to Anthony Martini
   Mary Shull

A tribute to Mary Mateja
   Jean Schulze
   Robert and Debbie Boomsma

A tribute to Bob McDermott
   Original Bagel

A tribute to Lois McGuire
   Gail Buck

A tribute to John McKenna
   Claire Rosenwald

A tribute to Allen McIntire
   David Alka
   Grace Marshall
   Benjamin Perry

A tribute to Scott McIver
   Linda Benton
   Lois Jones

A tribute to Alice McKeon
   The Lynch Foundation

A tribute to Betty McMullan
   Carl Thackston

A tribute to Joann McNair
   Virginia Berbrich
   Myrna Machado
   Sharon Merrick
   Joan McCulla
   Army Aviation Publications
   Mary Gillan
   NAIOP Commercial Real Estate Development Association
   Joyce Edwards
   Jane Merryman
   Pete Peduzzi
   Elizabeth Bulger
   Harriett Weidenthal
   W. H. Clarke
   Mary Anna Mohr
   Lisa Wood
   Barbara Hoskins
   Norma Grivas
   Sheila Wing
   Richard Gottron
   Jane Johnston
   Myra Millard
   Solomon Brockington
   Elizabeth Schepps
   Seila Lanoue
   Francine Staiman
   Army Aviation Association of America
   Nancy Devine
   Karen Clark
   Gary Conradi
   Jane Smith
   Billy Arthur
   Linda Souza
   Kihomac, Inc
   Ofelia Vanden Bosch
   Jon Nelson
   Pauline Malmgren
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tribute to Peter Meechan</th>
<th>A tribute to Peter Moszyk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Tubito-Megara</td>
<td>Debbie Delia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carl Fust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yvonne Schimweg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Hoffman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lucille Schweiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>German Male Chorus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gwynne Elrod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Karolyn Shrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connie Wyas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tribute to Timothy McNamara</th>
<th>A tribute to Bernice Musso</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Susan Browning</td>
<td>Kathryn Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dawn Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trudy Luman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Tribute to Rita Meehan      | A tribute to Eleanor Nadeau |
|                            | James Ciccolo               |
| Jacqueline Callan          | Linda Condon                |
|                           | Megan Dubiel                |
|                           | Nely Fernandez              |
|                           | Jeanne Smith                |

| Tribute to Lloyd Meeker     | A tribute to Marguerite Nastasi |
| Elaine and Mal Lazinsk     | Rose Kanter                  |

| Tribute to Dr. Victor Meltzer | A tribute to George Navarro |
| Sue Smith                     | Leyden High School          |

| Tribute to Thomas Mercier    | A tribute to Velma Newsome  |
| Joseph Crowley               | William Symphorosa          |
| Donna Naugler                |                            |

| Tribute to Marilyn Meyer     | A tribute to Cris Nickolas  |
| Joan Fay                     | Jane Winslow                |
| Anita Schloss                |                            |

| Tribute to Corey Middaugh    | A tribute to Robert Niles   |
| Shirley Backlund             | Theodore Guy                |
| Lynda Shrewsbury             |                            |

| Tribute to Cyndi Miller      | A tribute to Susie Niu      |
| Frances Hageboeck           | Chienhua Niu                |
|                            | Joyce Woo                   |

| Tribute to Elaine Miskunas   | A tribute to James Morgan   |
| Bernice Rowe                 | Natalie Hockenberry        |
|                            |                            |

| Tribute to Lee Moreines      | A tribute to Robert Morris  |
| Perri & Myron Fuhrmann       | Mary Stockard              |

| Tribute to James Morgan      |                            |
| Natalie Hockenberry         |                            |

| Tribute to Robert Morris     |                            |
| Mary Stockard                |                            |
A tribute to Michael Norton III
   Marlene Moran
   Barbara Norton

A tribute to George O’Brien
   George Everhart
   Suzanna Alderman
   Kathleen Vosburgh

A tribute to Suzanne O’Connell
   Fred Bachhuber
   Elwyn Birdsall
   Floyd Eliason
   Marlan Miller
   David Pavol
   Linda Pavol
   Mark Pavol
   Richard Pavol
   Ellen Rush
   Kathy Williamson

A tribute to Diane O’Connor
   Lynn Cavallo
   Colleen Dowd
   Christa Gagnon
   Stella Sheaffer
   Anne Vanderpool

A tribute to Lisa O’Donnell
   Edwin Jay Rafal

A tribute to Jeanine Marie Odlin White
   Christy Pierce
   Kamco Supply Co.
   M D Odlin
   Claire Odlin Randall

A tribute to Carl Ogle
   Western Wire Products
   Nicole Ogle
   Elizabeth Stutz
   Gay Garner
   Sue Hinson

A tribute to Maureen O’Hara
   Marion Conti

A tribute to Ron Pangborn
   Susan & Andre Ashley

A tribute to the father of Elaine Patterson
   Texins Association

A tribute to Nina Pavlichenko
   Konstantin Panikhin
   Evgenii Toinov

A tribute to Anne Pawlyshyn
   Marianne Parrino

A tribute to Steve Pazoga
   Helen Hickey

A tribute to Donald Pellerin
   Karen Barbeau
   Theresa Brouillard
   Michael Clements
   Evelyn Grenon
   Barbara LaLumiere
   Ray Lepine
   John Meagher, Sr.
   David Pellerin
   Gerald Pellerin
   Roger Pellerin
   Henry Plantier, Jr.
   Estelle Raye
   Eileen Strouse
   Frank Chamberlain Agency
   Evalynn Singleton
   Lorraine DuQuette
   AFSCME
   Robert Courtois
A tribute to Joanne Pelletier
Phyllis Peirce
Tracy Ruggeri
Stacey Fosmoen

A tribute to Lawrence Perisolosi
Bonnie Rushing
Dycus Bradley and Draves PC
Rosemary Neligon
The Tedrick Group
Karen Fozard
Elizabeth Wilson
Sonia Carney
Mary Roe
Bonnie Tolbert
Thelma Bernice Bender

A tribute to Barbara Peterson
Susan Smith

A tribute to Carole Diane Pike
Kelly Connolly
Carole Yeend

A tribute to Serafina Pini
Celesta Nickerson

A tribute to Andrew Pitera
William Brown

A tribute to Joyce Plaza
Gay Cuenca

A tribute to Gregory Po
Chris Battaglia
Lucy Whittemore

A tribute to Dallas Price
Kenneth Price

A tribute to Timothy Proper
Richard Sindoni

A tribute to Louise Prose
Denise Ludtke
Joanne Roth

A tribute to Patricia Ann Pullen
Renita Carman
Betsy Carman

A tribute to Eric Rabone, Jr.
Denis Knowles

A tribute to Eileen Ranger
Carolyn McCarthy

A tribute to Glenn Frederick Redman
Randall Redman

A tribute to Jane Margaret Regal Fling
Jennifer Richardson

A tribute to Joanne Resing
Yvonne Rhodes

A tribute for Julie Rex
Phillip Bishop

A tribute to Cecelia Rich
Lisa Padalino

A tribute to Mary Ellen Richards
Lucille Leitz

A tribute to Elmer Richardson
SunTrust Banks, Inc.

A tribute to Eddie Ridenhaus
Jacqueline Collier

A tribute to Eleanor Ridlon
Charles Hickey
Jean Meleny
A tribute to Donald Robinson
   Janet Rudge

A tribute to Rose Rothermal
   MBM Fabricators, Inc.

A tribute to Geneva Rowe
   North Central High School

A tribute to James Schachte
   John Zieserl
   Marianna Schachte
   Northern IL Gymnastics Booster Club
   Virginia Schachte
   Mary O’Connell
   Peter Leider
   Carol Brodie
   Rita Drayson
   Thibodeaux
   Patrick Sloan
   Northbrook School District 27
   Lorraine Hozian
   Elizabeth Sullivan

A tribute to John Schmidt
   Beverly Potter

A tribute to Carl Franklin Schoeneman
   Louette Schoppert

A tribute to Bryan Schubert
   Edward Gocal

A tribute to Sharon Schwartz
   Phillip Deos

A tribute to James Scott
   Lois Green
   Beatrice Wallen

A tribute to Thomas Sealman
   Karen Ervin

A tribute to Gladys Seay
   Shonneatte Blake
   Lori Mathis

A tribute to Louis Sepe
   Rose Leggio
   Marcia Smith

A tribute to Bill Shaddox
   Jack Edwards

A tribute to Carol Shelby
   Sylvia Sproul
   Knoxville East High School Class of 1966

A tribute to Shirley Sheldon
   Nancy Whitcomb

A tribute to Ella Shelton
   Dena Young
   Elizabeth Moore
   Kim Davis

A tribute to Agnes Shemwell
   Crystal LaBotte

A tribute to Ina Claire Shope
   Gregory Huntingdon
   Carl Johnson

A tribute to Jean Singleton
   Audrey Goldsmith
   Adrienne Burns
   Bernard Singleton

A tribute to Eva Maria Smalls
   Doug Hall

A tribute to Bert Smith
   Ellen Hyatt

A tribute to Elaine Smith
   Anthony Talia
A tribute to Charles Sorkin
  Caryl Eller
  Sue Smyle

A tribute to Evelyn Speedie
  Anonymous
  Naomi Siegel

A tribute to Alice Spencer
  Rebecca Snead

A tribute to Lawrence Spera
  Della Shuman
  Domenic Iannacone
  Dolores Cadillo
  John Frock
  Angela Dillin
  Robert Bottari

A tribute to June Sponzo
  Ann Dahle
  Maria Sierota
  Tim Silver
  Joseph Smith
  Elaine Wolf

A tribute to Elisabeth Srolovits
  Jeri Ossa

A tribute to T. Stanley
  Franchise World Headquarters, LLC

A tribute to Don Stolzel
  Diane Hill
  Carol Lange
  Lois Schaper
  Barbara Tebow
  Rhya Turovsky
  Robert Zirkel
  Gerald Weldon

A tribute to Bernice Stoops
  Lynn Shoot

A tribute to Gary Stotts
  Western Oil Inc.

A tribute to Deanna Michele Strapp
  Beverly Dionne

A tribute to James Stringer
  Rosemarie Miles

A tribute to Adilia Sujo
  Lina Sujo

A tribute to Eugene Sullivan
  Maurice Archambault
  Pauline Coulon
  Doris Labbe

A tribute to Norma & Roy Swanson
  Nancy Chase

A tribute to Richard Swanson
  Retired Members of Local 134

A tribute to Barbara Tadlock
  Jann Komotos
  Daphne Sumner
  Anonymous
  Colleen Janssen
  Marilyn Dahm
  Rosalie Funk
  Richard Calvert
  Colleen Schaab

A tribute to Robert Talbot
  Horace Mann Elementary School

A tribute to Connie Taylor
  Virginia Marshall
A tribute to John Teixeira
   Glen Allen Ruritan Club

A tribute to Robert Theriault
   Thomas Kelley
   Carmelle Sage
   Evie Ziroli
   Martin Fabian
   Maurice Gaudette
   Paul Eichelroth
   Linda Peterson
   Lucien Rioux

A tribute to Bev Tomcak
   Jan Kriz

A tribute to Louisa Urias
   Debbie Whitman

A tribute to Janean Vaughn
   Jane Walker
   Linda Himes
   Diane Oetting
   Mark Williams

A tribute to Douglas Verzi
   Mary Jolly

A tribute Samuel Vidulich
   Suzanne Glebus
   Mary E Lehane

A tribute to Clayton Viereck
   Darlene Homfeld
   June Vandonkelaar
   Tobin Bailey
   Tara Sikkenga
   Mary Maxwell
   Sally Edlund
   Beth Dick

A tribute to Muriel Vilk
   Flora Barbosa
   Joseph Botelho
   Marjorie Brooks
   Michele Cyr
   Maria DeSisto
   Michelle Martins Botelho
   Mary Pistorino
   Senior Aerospace Metal Bellows

A tribute to Bev Tomcak
   Jan Kriz

A tribute to Louisa Urias
   Debbie Whitman

A tribute to Janean Vaughn
   Jane Walker
   Linda Himes
   Diane Oetting
   Mark Williams

A tribute to Douglas Verzi
   Mary Jolly

A tribute Samuel Vidulich
   Suzanne Glebus
   Mary E Lehane

A tribute to Clayton Viereck
   Darlene Homfeld
   June Vandonkelaar
   Tobin Bailey
   Tara Sikkenga
   Mary Maxwell
   Sally Edlund
   Beth Dick

A tribute to Muriel Vilk
   Flora Barbosa
   Joseph Botelho
   Marjorie Brooks
   Michele Cyr
   Maria DeSisto
   Michelle Martins Botelho
   Mary Pistorino
   Senior Aerospace Metal Bellows

A tribute to Helen Vinge
   Charles Vinge

A tribute to Dorothy Vogler
   Ronald Acks
   Gail Ayala
   Marilyn Black
   Rhonda Black
   Leslie Curtis
   Barbara Hewson
   Mary Rendleman
   Deborah Stotlar
   Peggy Juergens

A tribute to Greg Vrato
   Ben Notgarnie

A tribute to Carl Wakefield
   Donna D’Amico-Buonocore

A tribute to Beverly Walker
   Tamara Brown

A tribute to the daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Walker
   Barbara Judson

A tribute to Carole Ward
   Franklin Ward

A tribute to Ann Watson Trotter
   J. Glenn Cantrell
A tribute to Jan Webb
Kirchner Brothers Termite and Pest Control Service
Linda Myers

A tribute to Dennis Weber
Shelly Weber

A tribute to Regina Weinsoff
Tina Weinsoff

A tribute to William Weirestall
Ruth Applegate
Rosemary Crupi
Joanne Pearce
SCREEN GP Americas, LLC

A tribute to George West
Jennifer Dedes

A tribute to Betty Wester
Marlene Horton
Helen Harsted

A tribute to Mary Westfall
Deborah Lasseter

A tribute to Mario Whalen
Florence Garrity

A tribute to Douglas White
Rudolph Antonini
Don Ropp
Dick Sweigart
Christine Yasik

A tribute to Earl White
Independent Insurance Agents of IL
Beth Drewenski

A tribute to Alan Wilber
Carol Bradley

A tribute to Thomas Williams
Charlie Harvey

A tribute to Pauline Willits-Price
Paula Pavich

A tribute to Carla Wilson
Paul Warren

A tribute to David Michael Wright
Michelle Figg

A tribute to Robert Ivan Wright, Jr.
Jean Germano
Joanne McGrath
Mary Sannini

A tribute to Alma Marie Yeater
Judy Gay Burke

A tribute to Faedon Xydis
Nancy Nyberg

A tribute to Alma Yeater
Jeffery Davis
Ginger Morgan

A tribute to Frederick Yingling Jr.
Chester Budd III

A tribute to Deborah Zientek
Judy Manning

A tribute to Howard Zinger
VIP Investment Club